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Minutes KAH Executive Board 
Wednesday 27 September 2017 2pm-4pm 
The Malling School 
 

 
 
Present:- 
Sally Lees - Chair Homewood School & Sixth Form Centre 
Simon Beamish Leigh Academies Trust 
Sue Beauchamp Two Bridges School  
Neil Birch                                  The Beacon  
Alan Brookes Fulston Manor High School  
Paul Danielsen Highworth Grammar School 
Bob Law The Goldwyn School 
Paul Luxmoore Coastal Academies Trust 
David Metcalfe  Capel-le-Ferne Primary 
Jane Partridge Northfleet Technology College 
Brendan Wall                            St Simon Stock Catholic School 
Matthew Wright Wrotham School 
Patrick Leeson   Corporate Director, Children, Young People and Education  
Graham Willett  Interim Director, Education, Quality & Standards - KCC 
Celia Buxton                             Principal Secondary and Special Improvement Adviser 
Linda Pickles                            Principal Primary Improvement Adviser 
Alec Jessel Communications Partner - KCC 
Tony Smith Consultant  
Kate Wilson Consultant 
 
Apologies:- 
Emma Hickling KULB 
Chilton Saint Davington Primary School 
Shaun Simmons Marsh Academy 
Sharon Batchelor Business Support Officer - KCC 
 
 
Dominic Herrington, Regional Schools Commissioner attended for item 1. 
 
1 The regional context – questions and discussion with Dominic Herrington 
  
Sally welcomed Dominic Herrington, and outlined the role of the KAH and its relationships with the 
LA and the KMTSN. 
 
Dominic indicated the role that he has performed for the last three years. 
 
He identified his current focuses. 

- Overall MAT development: reviews, toolkits, seminars, mentoring, conference 
- Individual MAT challenge/support: risk basis (10%), feedback, observing Boards 
- Sub-regional Improvement: helping new Sub-regional Improvement Boards (SRIBS), 

Strategic School Improvement Fund (SSIF) priorities, regional Teaching Schools Council 
- With premium on leadership and collaboration. 

 
He also listed other issues under consideration. 

- Disadvantage and social mobility – direction of travel 
- Sharing what we see on school improvement 
- ‘Business as usual’ – academy conversion 
- Impact/effort – what makes a difference. 

He visits schools every week, especially in more challenging areas. 
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Sally said that the development of leadership and collaboration are also priorities for the KAH.  As 
the KAH is the body that represents all Kent schools and seeks to work in partnership with all 
stakeholders to improve outcomes, she asked how Dominic would like the KAH to work in 
partnership with him. He said that he was ready to share more of what he did, and offered 
transparency.  He would not want to interfere with the operation of the KAH, but would give his 
views on issues if asked.  Sally suggested that the KAH could assist in the identification of school 
improvement priorities in Kent, providing local intelligence, as a shared understanding was 
needed.  Dominic welcomed the suggestion as he is responsible for 22 LA areas. He is ready to 
share information which, in his case, is based on the work of data teams with the addition of non-
data understanding. 
 
Alan observed that data is important, but the KAH has access to underlying soft intelligence, and a 
two-way flow of information would be possible, feeding into consideration of issues of sponsorship 
and free schools.  Paul Luxmoore suggested that representation of the KAH on the RSC’s 
Headteacher Board might be the mechanism for a relationship with Kent, and Alan pointed out that 
the KAH represents the views of 600 schools and academies. Dominic agreed to consider co-
option of a KAH representative on the Headteacher Board, but indicated that other proposals of 
such co-options are frequently made. 
 
Matthew said that Kent is affected by coastal and rural deprivation, which differ from urban 
deprivation, are hard to overcome and are linked to low aspiration.  He asked how the KAH might 
work with the RSC to focus attention on the problems of coastal and rural deprivation, and change 
the approaches of both the Government and OfSTED to how coastal and rural schools are judged.  
Dominic agreed with the justification of the concern expressed.  Dominic meets termly with the 
OfSTED Regional Director, but OFSTED works within its framework, and it is only the timing of 
inspections that can be adjusted.  The DfE identifies areas of need in terms of social deprivation. 
Thanet is one of three opportunity areas identified in the region, and other districts recognised as 
being priorities are Ashford and Gravesham.  It was acknowledged that new ways to help needed 
to be found, for example by use of the Education Endowment Fund research and trials, and the 
Leadership Development Scheme.  Use of the SSIF prioritises these areas.  Matthew suggested 
that Kent heads might work with the RSC to address the issue.  Paul Luxmoore suggested that the 
solution might require the promotion of economic change in the deprived areas, and Dominic said 
that he would be happy to raise issues with other Government Departments. 
 
David said that some of the collaborations supported by funding which the KAH had allocated were 
moving towards becoming MATs, and asked what the optimum size should be in a ‘local’ MAT. 
Dominic considers that the best MATS grow organically around localities or hubs. There was no 
recommended number of schools, but he felt that there should be no more than five schools 
academizing as a MAT at the same time.  His advice was to start small.  David asked what support 
was available for the governance of MATS.  Dominic said that a variety of support was available, 
from the National Governors’ Association, professional associations, the DfE and some LAs.  
Consideration is being given to drawing together groups of Headteachers and Chairs of Governors 
to provide support. 
 
Jane asked what plans there are for PFI schools to become academies.  Dominic said that this 
was an extremely difficult issue, and depended on the nature of the contracts.  He works with LAs 
to improve schools in trouble which are within PFI arrangements. 
 
Paul Luxmoore expressed concern at a lack of local sponsors, and asked whether the KAH might 
work with Dominic to develop more Kent sponsors.  He replied that the growth of MATS in Kent is 
largely locally-driven.  He saw LA borders as porous.  His first approach to the sponsorship of a 
school in trouble is to look for a local sponsor but, if none is available, he will bring in a sponsor 
from another LA. Sally said that colleagues need to think positively about the formation of MATS. 
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Paul Danielsen expressed the frustration that KMTSN felt at the approach to dealing with SSIF 
bids, as this has delayed access to needed funding.  Dominic understood the concern felt 
regarding the first round of bidding. 
 
Dominic summed up points that he would consider: the sharing of information transparently; the 
need for an approach to the issue of coastal deprivation; possible approaches to other 
Government Departments to factors impacting on schools; improvements in the approach to 
dealing with SSIF bids.  He expressed a willingness to come back if invited to any future KAH 
Executive Meetings. 
 
Dominic left at this point. 
 
In a brief discussion of the answers given, it was concluded that co-option of a KAH representative 
to the Headteacher Board was unlikely.  Patrick suggested that it would be more appropriate to 
seek representation on the SRIB. 
 
ACTION:- A request to be sent to the RSC, requesting KAH representation on the SRIB– 
Sally Lees 
 
 
2     Apologies 
 
It was considered likely that apologies would have been sent to Sharon Bachelor and would be 
found when her leave ended. 
 
3     Minutes of previous meeting, 20 June 2017 
 
i      The minutes were accepted as an accurate record of the meeting. 
 
ii     Area Boards were asked to investigate the use of any uncommitted or unspent   
       funding.  
       There were no other matters arising not covered by the agenda. 

 
ACTION: Follow up schools holding unspent KAH funds and claw back if appropriate – 
Area Boards 
 
 
4     Updates 
 
i       The Stakeholder and Commissioning Board 
         
The Board has been set up, with Headteacher and Governor representation, and is now meeting.  
Patrick indicated issues with which it is dealing within a directorate budget of £190m.  These 
include the bringing of systems together (with integration of Social Care and Early Help with 
Education) and the development of local multi-disciplinary teams.  The National Funding Formula 
is disappointing for its lack of impact on resolving inequalities, but there are still local decisions to 
be made, for example as a result of the capping of High Needs Funding.  Additional provision is a 
further issue, as the LA will need a total of a further 88FE across the primary and secondary 
sectors.  There are delays on some new free schools, and a gap in capital funding of £200m when 
three new secondary schools are needed (in Maidstone, Thanet, and Tunbridge Wells). 
 
Sally reported that Roger Gough’s chairing is impressive. The Board shows a general willingness 
to take agenda items from Headteacher members, who feel they have a strong voice on it. 
 
ii     The Educational Services Company 
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Patrick reported that the company is being developed but the Board has not met yet.  A shadow 
board will have its first meeting in October.  The company is to be branded as ‘The Education 
People’.  It will have a ‘soft launch’ at the forthcoming EduKent EXPO, and an official launch in 
March 2018.  The company will have a national presence which is already attracting external 
interest.  It is considering provision, which will include procurement and bulk-buying 
 
Members of the Executive Committee suggested that services offered should be linked to strands 
of the KAH action plan and priorities for SSIF bids. 
 
It was agreed that any Kent Headteacher who is a Non-Executive Director and not also a member 
of an KAH Area Board should be co-opted to the Area Board serving the District in which his or her 
school is situated. 

 
ACTION:– Any Kent Headteacher who is a Non -Executive Director and not also a member 
of an Area Board to be co-opted - Area Board Chairs 
 
5    Operation of the KAH 2017/18 
 
i     Co-ordination of support for school effectiveness 
 
It was agreed that each Area Board should set up a “school improvement sub-group” (to replace 
the bid review sub-groups which will no longer be needed).  The sub-group will be comprised of 
Vice Chair of Area Board, a further Headteacher on the Board, AEO, Primary SIA and the Area 
Co-ordinator for Secondary and Special Schools.  It will have the power to co-opt.  The sub-group 
will review school improvement priorities for the Area and make recommendations for projects to 
the School Effectiveness Strategy Steering Group. 
 
It was agreed that a School Effectiveness Strategy Steering Group should be set up, consisting of 

Vice Chairs of Area Boards, Principal Advisers for Primary and Secondary/Special Schools, and a 

KMTSN Headteacher representative. It will have the power to co-opt.  The Steering Group will 

identify priorities and make recommendations on the use of allocated funding.  It will elect a Chair 

from its Headteacher members. 

It was agreed that support for school effectiveness has to be joined up, in a partnership between 
the KAH, the KMTSN and the LA, making full and effective use of system leaders and consultants.  
LA resources need to be used more flexibly, while its statutory responsibilities continue to be met.  
The coherent approach to support for school effectiveness needs to be based on the structure 
diagram presented at the June meeting, showing the wider context in which schools now operate, 
and use the Area School Improvement Sub-groups as a key feature.  Neil Birch pointed out that a 
single ‘new way of working’ was needed, and that this had to influence the provision offered by the 
services company.  A working group was formed to propose a coherent approach to support for 
school effectiveness, bringing together the LA draft plans with the wider network demonstrated in 
the structure diagram, into a single document.  It was agreed that the sub-group should comprise 
membership of Neil Birch, Alan Brookes, Celia Buxton,  
Linda Pickles and Kate Wilson. 
 
 
Patrick suggested that that there was a particular need to support post-16 improvement.  Paul 
Luxmoore suggested that Key Stage 4 would re-emerge as a priority as a result of the new 
GCSEs, and that primary-secondary transition also required attention, as secondary schools are 
not capitalising on the developments in primary schools.  Simon suggested that recruitment to Key 
Stage 5 is being affected by the increasing attractions to students of apprenticeships and 
employment. 
 
ACTIONS:–  Each Area Board to form a School Improvement Sub-group – Area Board 
Chairs.  
                   Meeting of the working group to be convened – Celia Buxton 
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ii    Allocation of funds to support the work of the KAH 
 
The committee agreed a proposal for use of the £58k which the LA provides to support the 
operation of the KAH.  This includes the financing of .6 role of Sharon Batchelor as Business 
Support Officer 
 
6    KAH Action Plans 
 
i     Action plans for 2016/17 and 2017/18 
 
The committee had been provided with copies of the following drafts: 
 

- a report on the plan for 2016/17 
- targets for the2017/18 plan previously agreed. 

 
Neither document can be finalised until data on 2016/17 outcomes is available.   
 
Members were asked to send any comments on the drafts to Sally Lees or Tony Smith by 6 
October 2017. 
 
ii    Implementation of the Leadership Strategy and next steps 
 
Implementation of the strategy and plans for the next year are covered in the two action plans.   
Kate proposed that, in the implementation phase of the strategy, the membership of the Steering 
Group should be changed, with Leadership Advocates replacing the Area Board Chairs. 
 
Patrick asked how the impact of the strategy was being evaluated.  Kate explained that this was 
being done using general data on school improvement, such as the outcomes of OfSTED 
inspections, and by statistics on the appointment of system leaders.  Patrick commented that the 
trend in succession planning was of concern, as over 30 Kent schools currently have interim 
Headteachers.  Linda suggested that one cause of this was the inflexibility of governors over 
leadership arrangements, with an unwillingness for governing bodies of small schools to accept 
Executive Heads.  Patrick said that the LA’s Small School Strategy was being implemented, but 
that only 20% of Kent’s small primary schools currently have Executive Heads. 
 
ACTION:-The Leadership Advocates to be asked to join the Steering Group – Kate Wilson 
 
7     Use of allocated funding 
 
The KAH has a budget of £200k for its activities in 2017/18, allocated by the Schools’ Funding 
Forum.  This will be administered centrally, rather than being divided between the four Areas, and 
use will include the commissioning of projects. Sally indicated that a proportion of this funding 
would be needed to extend the commissioning of LLSE for the delivery of the Leadership Strategy 
beyond April 2018. 
 
8     Recruitment and retention of staff 
 
The papers provided were welcomed.  In view of the importance of the topic, it was agreed that it 
should form the main item on the agenda of the next Executive Committee meeting. 

 
ACTION:- Recruitment and retention of staff to be main item on the agenda for 9 November 
2017 – Tony Smith and Sharon Batchelor 
 
 
9    KAH Communication Strategy 
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Hilary Williams has sent out draft copy for the website.  Comments on this should go to Alex by 6 
October 2017. 
 
A further eNewsletter is being produced.  Alex requested that he should be sent Area success 
stories and photographs. 
 
ACTIONS:-Comments on the copy to be sent to Alex by 6 October – All Area success 
stories and photographs to be requested –  Area Boards 
 
10   KAH Conference, 23 November 2017 
 
Headteachers are continuing to make bookings for the conference and the total has reached 140, 
with 50 delegates reserving overnight accommodation.  It is important that members maintain their 
promotion of the conference. 
 
11   Reports/ Key Updates 
 
It was agreed that information from an update on KMTSN would be included in the minutes as time 
was not available for a verbal report. 
 
The information was as follows. 
 

• A teacher workload data report is being completed this term for NCTL publication. This saw 

ATA, EKLA, MTSA, Kaizen and CLASS Alliances working together, taking findings from 12 

schools through questionnaires and interviews in partnership with IOE. 

 

• Pilot of Leaping Up to Leadership for aspiring middle and senior leaders and aspiring 

headteachers: 30 participants from across Kent and Medway doing school visits, reading 

more widely, hearing from inspiring leaders, conducting research and implementing change 

in their schools at their relevant level 

 

• NPQ courses widely undertaken across the whole region along with Alliances’ own 

Leadership courses. LLSE has become licensee for new NPQ qualifications and 

experienced facilitators have been involved in producing the courses; compulsory facilitator 

training taking place on Mon 2 October. 

 

• All areas have been involved in school-to-school support and bids are about to be 

submitted for Medway, Gravesham and Thanet along with a 6th Form IB bid 

 

• 7 of the 10 schools supported in Yr6 Maths saw a significant improvement in their KS2 

Maths results – the most significant by 39% and 63%.  

 

• KMTSN Maths Hub held several successful courses and provided worthwhile resources 

 

• ITT/School Direct has been active in updating recruitment pages on KMTSN, advertising 

widely across the region and hosting recruitment events -  2 scheduled for Canterbury and 

Maidstone in November 

 

• Several Alliances successfully conduct NQT training – both primary and secondary 

 

• Sarah Forde selected by NCTL to help spearhead the national campaign to see more 

women in leadership positions; event held in West Kent on 19 September 
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• 3 more teaching schools designated and more SLEs and KLEs created; next round of SLE 

interviews in October 

 

• All Alliances offer CPD training according to the needs of the area (e.g. KS2 Reading and 

Writing, Improving Performance in the Classroom, Behaviour Management) and bespoke 

training for individual schools (e.g. Team Building, Coaching, Appraisal, Departmental 

Reviews) 

 
12   AOB 

i    A KAH representative is needed to sit on the Kent and Medway Sustainability and 

Transformation Partnership Board to replace Garry Ratcliffe. 

ii   A KAH representative is needed to join the Kent Safeguarding Board. 

ACTION:- Suggestions for representatives to be sought at the October meetings of Area 
Boards – Area Board Chairs 
 
 
Date and venue of next meeting:- Thursday, 9 November, 2017, 2pm-4pm at The Malling School 
 
 


